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For most of us, the ‘Quantum Leap’ we tend to want first in
our business is a BIG growth spurt in revenue.
'If	
  that	
  describes	
  you	
  –	
  and	
  you've	
  got	
  a	
  clear,	
  purposeful	
  &	
  unique	
  service	
  or	
  
product	
  available	
  you	
  already	
  know	
  people	
  want)	
  -‐	
  then	
  all	
  you	
  need	
  to	
  do	
  is	
  
apply	
  The Golden Rule x 2, The Potency Principle & The 7 Steps of Soulful
Selling.	
  
Ready?

Follow the Golden Rule & You’re On Your Way to Golden
Deep down, many a purposepreneur fears that being of service & selling their
services are fundamentally incompatible activities.
That on the one hand selling well will mean, somewhere down the line, they’ll
have to sell out - which puts the kybosh on Quantum Leaps in the financial
department pretty darn fast.
And on the other hand, that to serve well we shouldn’t be asking for money putting us instantly and painfully at odds with our need to care for ourselves
& our families, never mind make ‘more than we need’.
Can you say OY!?
BUT when you start the sales process by following The Golden Rule x 2, this
seemingly unresolvable paradox become something else entirely…
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Golden Rule x 1
Do unto others as you’d have them do unto you.
We all want to know that the person we’re considering
investing with actually has our best interests at heart, right?
Be for others what you’d want for yourself.

Golden Rule x 2
Gently but faithfully require they do unto you as
they’d have you do unto them.
We all want to know that we’ll be fairly and gladly compensated for
serving with our whole heart, right?
Ask others to be for you
what they’d want for themselves.
If you’re clear about the value of your work, the fairness in the giving &
receiving, and that the whole thing truly is a good fit for you both, Good
Karma all ‘round.
Now, ready for The Potency Principle (+ the end to the gut-clenching fear
you can ever ‘give too much’ away)?
Read on…
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A career coach with almost 25 years in the profession told me recently that in
all that time, not a single teacher, trainer, business coach, spiritual mentor or
professional consultant she’d ever worked with, listened to or hired had ever
heard her as deeply, as truly or as respectfully as she felt she’d been heard
while we worked together.
Think about that for just a second.
Not a single one in 25 years.
Breaks my heart every time I think about it.
All those people she’d hired hoping for help had failed to serve her, cause
honey if you’re not listening, you’re not serving.
And if you’re not serving, you’re	
  likely	
  not	
  selling	
  cause	
  serving's	
  central	
  to	
  soulful	
  
sales	
  today	
  (hint:	
  without	
  it,	
  selling	
  consistently	
  just	
  don't	
  happen!).	
  
What’s more, without listening you simply can’t know exactly what your
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people need, how they want it or what about you appeals to them in the first
place.
Selling is fundamentally a conversation, and conversations can’t happen if one
side’s busy convincing (self-serving) rather than listening (reciprocal serving).

We all want – correct that, need – to be heard.
Being heard helps us hear us: it’s how we validate our own voice, our own
inklings, our own inner nudges. Come into our own.
And there are few things more potent – or more transformative.

To listen is to love.
And yet, as this woman’s story makes clear, it's a woefully rare thing in	
  sales	
  
conversations.
Which is why, during a sales conversation, you can demonstrate your value
WITHOUT giving away the farm (in fact, listening deeply means you’ll rarely
have to demonstrate your other skills & talents), and touch lives right from
the start in every conversation you have – no matter what.

JUST BY LISTENING.
That’s The Potency Principle at work (and usually, a great big whopping part
of The Golden Rule x2, no?).
And it’ll work for you and your business if you let it.
Now, ready for the 7 Simple Steps to Soulful Sales?
Then keep what we’ve already covered in mind, & read on…
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1. Bond, Just Bond
Sincerely & authentic connect. Say something you actually mean,
and say it the way YOU’d say it (if I hear one more person say, ‘I’m so
excited to be here!’ I swear I’ll wretch). They’ll feel it & so will you.

Audio Samplers Here

2. Why Doncha Just Ask
Be genuinely curious about why they want to talk with you by asking
them. Otherwise, its very likely you’ll bring a whole whack of
assumptions in with you, & how’s a person supposed to feel seen &
heard when you’ve already got them pegged?

Audio Sampler Here

3. Really Listen
We can tell when we’re in the company of someone who really wants
to hear us. And we naturally take one step closer towards them & the
opportunity available thru them.

Audio Sampler Here

4. Respectfully Empathize
Respectful empathy is a rare & potent thing. Not only does it
convey you understand their feelings from their perspective, it tells
them you respect them for letting themselves feel it. It makes it
way safer for folks to let themselves share what they feel (can you
say vulnerable?) and be fully in touch with what they want & why
they want it.

Audio Sampler Here
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5. Respectfully Clarify
Respectful clarification’s a powerful thing: it makes you their
partner in discovery & transformation, not just someone selling
them something. Insight’s gained, decision is reached & everyone’s
made more. AND you score BIG points naturally.

Audio Sampler Here

6. Ask, Invite, Ask Again
If its clear there’s a good fit (and they’re someone you’d LOVE to
work with) ask permission to invite them to work with you. Then
invite them & outline the particulars. Once the invitation’s been
delivered, ask one more thing (and then hush & let them RSVP): how
does that work for you?
P.S. If working with you isn’t the best next step for them (or you), say
so. Then ask if they’d like some suggestions or referrals, & point
them in the direction of vetted peers you believe could help.

Audio Sampler Here
* includes an approach to take if working
together ISN’T the best next step

7. Serve Some More
Before you say your g’byes, ask if they’ve felt well served, if there’s
anything else they’d like to know or say or ask - and if there’s
anything else you could do for them.
Then listen.
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And finally, share from your heart how much you appreciate their
commitment to being all that they are. But remember, you gotta
mean it for them to feel & believe it.

Audio Sample Here

★ GOLD STAR SERVICE: if during the course of your conversation, a
resource or two comes to mind (cause you’ve got a …) like a great
book, an enlightening video or power-packing article by you or a
peer, mention it. Tell them why you feel it could help & suggest they
give it a look. THEN offer to send them the quick-click link/s in a
follow-up e-mail.

	
  

BE GENEROUS and demonstrate your listening in ways that make
clear you really do have their best interests at heart AND you’ve got
your finger on the pulse of what might serve them even if whatever
that isn’t yours.
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Bond, Just
Bond

Sincerely & authentic connect. Say something you actually mean,
and say it the way YOU’d say it. They’ll feel it & so will you.

Why Doncha
Just Ask

Be genuinely curious about why they want to talk with you by
asking them. Otherwise, its very likely you’ll bring a whole whack
of assumptions with you, & how’s a person supposed to feel seen
& heard when you’ve already got them pegged?

Really Listen

We can tell when we’re in the company of someone who really
wants to hear us. And we naturally take one step closer towards
them & the opportunity available thru them.

Respectfully
Empathize

Respectful empathy is a rare & potent thing. Not only does it
convey you understand their feelings from their perspective, it
tells them you respect them for letting themselves feel it. It
makes it way safer for folks to let themselves share (can you say
vulnerable?) and be better able to tell you what they want or
need & why.

Respectfully
Clarify

Respectful clariﬁcation’s powerful: it makes you their partner in
discovery & transformation, not someone selling them something. Insight’s gained, decision is reached & everyone’s made
more. AND you score BIG points naturally.

Ask, Invite,
Ask Again

If its clear there’s a good ﬁt (and they’re someone you’d LOVE to
work with) ask permission to invite them to work with you. Then
invite them & outline the particulars. Once the invitation’s been
delivered, ask one more thing (and then hush & let them RSVP):
“How does that work for you?”

Serve Some
More

Before you say your g’byes, ask if they’ve felt well served, if
there’s anything else they’d like to know or say or ask & if there’s
anything else you could do for them. Then listen. And ﬁnally,
share from your heart how much you appreciate their commitment to being all that they are. Remember, you gotta mean it for
them to feel & believe it.
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